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1  orthographic sketches + projections

The intent of this assignment was to produce 
drawings, first sketches and then renderings, of a 
random 3D object. The focus was on lineweight and 
considering what variety in thickness and intensity 
communicates.

SECTIONPERSPECTIVE 1 PERSPECTIVE 2
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2  precedent drawings

The purpose of this assignment was to study a 
precedent building and, from it, produce hand-
drawn plans and elevations. These plans were then 
drawn in Rhino.

Precedent: Kings Road House
Architect: Rudolph Schindler
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3  transformative explorations

For this assignment, a section of the precdent 
house was selected, and series of transformations 
were then applied to this piece to create a new and 
interesting geometry that fit in an alley in downtown 
Calgary. 
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AN UNUSUAL DINING SPACE

Architect Rudolph Schindler split the eating and 
dining function of Kings Road House across indoor 
and outdoor hearths. Transforming the fireplace into a 
park bench provides downtown workers with outdoor 
dining space on their lunch breaks.
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4  site mapping immaterial flows

To gain a better understanding of a particular site to 
be used further in both Graphics 01 and Studio 01 
projects, a certain quality of the site was explored 
and researched.
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This particular site mapping looked at the oxygen 
and carbin dioxide levels in and around the site. As 
well, local averages of each were researched. The 
two were situated together on the site model.
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5  image manipulations

PLAZA
DEL EJECUTIVO
Mexico City

The purpose of this assignment was to select an 
image and then apply a set of manipulations to 
create a new image. This set of manipulations 
had to work across three platforms: Photoshop, 
Illustrator, and Rhino. Despite applying the same 
manipulations to the image, the final output of 
each program produce a different image. One of 
these final outputs was then transposed in another 
context.

Precedent: Heron Tower
Architect: Kohn Pedersen Fox
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URBAN MORPHOLOGY

City planners envision city streets to look and 
function a particular way, but internal and alien 
factors can cause these spaces to evolve over time.
Overlaying the final output of the pseudo coding 
below adds chaos to the orderly street structure of 
Plaza Del Ejecutivo. 
New streets are paved where buildings once 
stood and select neighbourhoods are demolished 
and rebuilt to align with the new grid, nettling the 
symmetry of the ancient plaza.
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5. loft between 
two planes

6. mirror surface 
in yz axis

7. create rear 
plane

8. create rear surface 9. create front 
plane

10. increase control
points

11. create sine wave 
in yz axis

12. sweep three sine 
waves along front 
and rear curves

13. add ground 
surface

1. point

2. plane 3. offset 4. create sine 
curve in xz axis

Precedent: Church of Christ the Worker at Atlántida 
Architect: Eladio Dieste 

The purpose of this assignment was to visualize 
a code for a precedent project that could then be 
used to construct the project using Grasshopper 
and Rhino. 

6  visual coding + algorithmic manipulation

VISUAL CODING
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MANIPULATION VARIATION

POSSIBLE CODE VARIATIONS

Increase or decrease sine wave  frequency (must 
be done in both y and z axes)

Increase or decrease sine wave amplitude (can 
be done in y and/or z axis)

Increase or decrease degrees of roof curve

Increase or decrease offset between first two 
planes
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7  visual coding surfaces

PSEUDO CODE VARIATIONS

Building upon the code used to construct the 
precedent in the previous project, the surfaces of 
the building were further manipulated. The created 
surfaces were then rendered in a gallery space as 
as a wall installation.

4. Introduce an 
attractor point that 
increases size of 
circles closest to 
attractor point.

COMMANDS
Distance
Bounds
Negative
Construct Domain
Remap Numbers
Scale

5. Add if/then 
component to attractor 
point. If circles size 
passes a specific 
threshold, another circle 
appears within circles 
affected by attractor 
point.

COMMANDS
Project
Surface Split
Shift Paths
List Item

CHANGES
No if/then component 
used. Second surface 
in Step 3 controls 
circle size. Attractor 
point still determines if 
interior extruded circle 
appears.

1. Surface divide in 
U and V axes. Add 
number sliders to each 
axis to control variabiliy.

COMMANDS
Divide Domain2

Isotrim
List Item
Deconstruct Brep
List Item 

2. Project a circle onto 
individual list item 
surfaces. Surface split 
circles from individual 
surfaces.

COMMANDS
Area
Surface Closest Point
Evaluate Surface 
Circle CNR

Original Surface
Isometric + Elevation

3. Add if/then 
component to circles 
changing the
size of the circle 
according to its position 
in relationship to the z 
axis of the original sine 
wave curve. 

COMMANDS
Divide Domain2

Isotrim
List Item
Deconstruct Brep
List Item

CHANGES
No if/then component 
used. A vertical second 
surface tangent to 
sloped wall added to 
determine circle sizes.

Original Surface
Elevation

VISUAL CODING
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Gallery: Neue Nationalgalerie 
Architect: Mies Van Der Rohe
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8  data driven assemblies

ORIGINAL PSEUDO CODE

1. Select image

4. Use vertices as centroid for rectangles

3. Place vertices at each grid intersection

2. Divide image into grid

5. Loft rectangles to create cube

R Value
Upper square rotates
to a max of 90• in the 
xy plane

B Value
Upper square rotates
around point in the xz 
plane.

6. Assign following variability to RGB values

G Value
Upper square decreases
in relation to G Value

By selecting an image and applying Grasshopper 
coding to it, a new and unique output was 
produced. This output was then applied as a 2D 
surface as well as a 3D object and placed within a 
context.
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2D FIELD CONDITION

3D GALLERY OBJECT
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9a  measured contexts

Participating in groups of four, an area takeoff of 
the Foundation Year studio space on the fourth 
floor was performed. From these measurements, 
as built drawings of the space were drafted in 
Rhino and AutoCAD.
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9b  articulations

Using the electrical grid measured out in the 
previous assignment, students designed an 
installation that could hang in each of the spaces 
created by the grid.
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Create two curves.

Divide curve and 
add points with a number 
slider.

Create circles at points 
on the curves. Add a 
series with division and 
list reverse. Include 
number sliders.

Loft between circles 
along each curve. 

Deconstruct breps and 
apply diamond panel 
surface treatment.

Construct domain 
parallel to surface 
normals and apply a 
negative amplitude.

Extrude original 
surfaces to centre points 
new parallel surfaces. 

Apply two attractor 
curves. A line affects the 
red tail and red tail affects 
the white tail.

ASSIGNMENT 9b - ARTICULATIONS
EVDA541 - Fall 2016 - M. Christenson

DRAGON TAILS

By contorting two curves around each other in the x, y and z axes, a playful dance 
provides both pattern and texture. The diamond shape creates pattern and extruded points 

with attractors give texture. An attractor line subtly affects the red tail’s scales while its 
curves affect the white tail: the farther it is from the red, the more abrasive and 

extreme its scales.
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9c  documentation for construction
Assembly drawings were drafted for the objects 
created in the previous assignment. Below is a 
sample of the drawings. 
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9d  model

The final project of Graphics 01 was to create a 
model of the hanging object at 1/2” = 1’-0”. 
Because of the intricacy of this particular installation, 
the scaled down version had to be 3D plaster printed 
and then hung, which is different than the assembly 
drawings instructions.
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